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The concept of cognitive radio aims to overcome the problem of limited radio frequency spectrum 

by helping to achieve improved spectral management, utilization, and efficiency. One of the ways to 

improve the efficiency and utilization of an available frequency spectrum is to share it between the 
users. One of the most important step for spectrum sharing is spectrum sensing. There are many 

spectrum sensing algorithms available for cognitive radio. For detection purpose, MIMO OFDM 

transmitter serves as a primary user to represent busy channel or a secondary user to represent idle 

channel. For reconstruction purposed, MIMO_OFDM transmitter is considered to be another CR 

user trying to communicate with MIMO OFDM CR receiver. This paper presents a brief review in 
this context. 

 

1. Introduction 

The rapid increase in the number of wireless systems and the scarcity of these resources, especially of the frequency spectrum, 

continues to be a problem. Cognitive radio is a concept that aims to overcome these very problems by proposing an 

opportunistic spectrum usage approach, in which the frequency bands that are not being used by their licensed users can be 

utilized by cognitive radios [1]. 

 

The basic function of a cognitive radio is to accurately sense the spectrum by evading any chances of obstruction or interference 

to the primary or licensed users. By using spectrum sensing, cognitive radios can adapt themselves to the external wireless 

network. The cognitive radio users can be divided into primary users (PU) and secondary users (SU). The users who has the 

license to use a specific band of the spectrum are known as the primary users. On the other hand, secondary users (SU) do have 

license to use the spectrum but can use the spectrum when the PU is absent [2]-[5]. 

 

In a cognitive radio (CR) network, secondary users (SUs) are allowed to utilize frequency bands of primary users (PUs) for 

communication whenever the communication channel is not engaged by PUs. To reuse the available spectrum in the network, 

the SUs sense the signals in the communication channel and detect whether the PUs are using the channel. Whenever a PU is 

transmitting a signal in a given channel in the network, the SUs are required to vacate the channel within a certain amount of 

time. If the PUs are not using it, the SUs are allowed to communicate using the channel. Cognitive radios are required to detect 

the PU signals even at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions and in fading environments efficiently [6]-[10].  

 

Spectrum Sensing is a key aspect of cognitive radio (CR). The objective of cognitive radio is to utilize the empty channels in the 

spectrum to reduce the traffic in congested areas. Proper sensing of the spectrum is the integral part of this software defined 

radio. Also, communication should not be obstructed or hindered by fading. Spectrum sensing in cognitive radio is applicable to 

radio frequencies only. Observing the unused spectrum of a licensed user is crucial for the concept of cognitive radio to be a 

success [11]-[15]. So, the primary user is sensed perpetually to allow channel mobility of SU to another part of the spectrum; in 

case the primary user initiates to transmit. This requires an efficient hardware with minimum possible error. The threshold for 

detection forms the crux. This should be in consideration of the interference in the worst-case scenario. Future spectrum 
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analysis and decision-making processes are dependent on sensing the primary user correctly [16]-[20]. This is defined as 

managing the spectrum dynamically. There are various spectrum sensing techniques which are employed for spectrum sensing; 

such as: 

Matched-Filter Detection: The matched-filter (also known as coherent detector), can be considered as a best sensing technique 

if CR has prior knowledge of the PU. It is very accurate because it maximizes the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

Matched-filter correlates the received signal with its time shifted version. Comparison between the final output of the matched-

filter and a pre-determined threshold will determine the presence of primary user. Hence, if this information is not accurate, then 

the matched-filter will operate weakly [21]. 

 

Cyclostationary Feature Detection: Implementation of a Cyclostationary feature detector is a spectrum sensing technique which 

can differentiate the modulated signal from the additive noise. A signal is said to be Cyclostationary if its mean and 

autocorrelation are a periodic function. Cyclostationary feature detection can distinguish PU signal from noise, and used at very 

low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) by using the information present in the PU signal that are not present in the noise [22]-[24]. 

Energy Detection: Energy detection is the most popular way of spectrum sensing because of its low computational and 

implementation complexities. The receivers do not need any previous knowledge about the primary users. An energy detector 

(ED) simply treats the primary signal as noise and decides on the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the energy 

of the observed signal [25]-[27]. Table I shows the comparative study of different research work performed in cognitive radio 

spectrum sensing. 

 

Table I: Comparative Chart of Cognitive Radio Using Cyclostationary based Spectrum Sensing 

Author Technique Conclusion 

Yan Jiao and 

Inwhee Joe (2014) 

[29] 

Focused on energy consumption because of spectrum 

sensing. establish a Markov model-based mathematical 

modeling for analyzing the relationship between spectrum 

sensing time interval. 

Result demonstrate that the proposed 

strategy with dynamic adaptive 

spectrum sensing time interval exceeded 

listen before talk (LBT). 

Goutam Ghosh 

(2014) [2] 
Energy detection method of spectrum sensing 

Spectrum Access in Cognitive Radio 

demonstrated successfully without 

interfering with the other frequency 

bands used by the primary user (PU). 

In the low SNR the performance of the 

system degrades. 

Yang Mingchuan 

(2015) [8] 

An algorithm based on the cyclostationary feature detection 

and theory of Hilbert transformation is proposed 

Comparing with the conventional 

cyclostationary feature detection 

algorithm, this approach is more 

flexible. 

B. Senthil kumar 

(2015) [30] 

Proposed An Efficient Spectrum Sensing Framework and 

Attack Detection in Cognitive Radio Networks using 

Hybrid ANFIS. 

The proposed approach minimizes 

Linear Minimum Mean-Square Errors 

Danda B Rawat 

(2016) [7] 

Evaluated the performance of the MIMO-OFDM cognitive 

radio (CR) system where CR devices continuously sense 

Found that the reconstruction depends 

directly on the number of sub-carriers in 
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the channel to check whether it is idle or not using 

compressed sensing with cyclostationary detection. 

MIMO-OFDM. 

Tejaskumar M. 

Gojariya (2016) 

[19] 

The popular cyclostationary beam formers which has two 

algorithms namely the adaptive cross self-coherent- restoral 

(ACS) and cyclic adaptive beam forming (CAB), 

algorithms that provide good performance in the case of 

medium or weak interference.  

The method proposed not only achieves 

much higher sensing accuracy with 

fewer samples at a low SINR but also 

has a far more implementation 

complexity than the conventional cyclic 

spectrum estimation based 

cyclostationary feature detectors. 

F. Rahimzadeh 

(2017) [28] 

Proposed a sensing algorithm for secondary users (SUs) 

that uses a set of normalized least mean square (NMLS) 

adaptive filters in order to estimate the signal in the 

communication channel from its frequency shifted samples. 

low computational complexity and 

requires a very small number of signal 

samples for sensing. 

 

2. Proposed Methodology 

The System model for MIMO-OFDM based transmitter with Mt antenna and receiver with Mr antenna as shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: MIMO-OFDM Transmitter and Receiver 

 

For detection purpose, MIMO-OFDM transmitter serves as a primary user to represent busy channel or as a secondary user to 

represent idle channel. For reconstruction purpose, MIMO-OFDM transmitter is considered to be another CR user trying to 

communicate with the MIMO-OFDM transmitter CR receiver. In conventional model of MIMO-OFDM based CR, signal go 

through the IFFT block first and transmitted by multiple transmitting antennas. In this research work the IFFT block is replaced 

with IDWT block because wavelets are localized in both time and frequency whereas the standard Fourier transform is only 

localized in frequency. Then cyclic prefix is added after the signal goes through the IDWT block and then the signal is 

transmitted. In the proposed model, the received signal at antennas are first recombined using combining vector and send for 

demodulation. In this proposed model a cyclostationary model is also added in order to detect whether the received signal is 

from primary user or from the secondary user. If the signal is from primary user, CR user leaves the channel immediately. If the 

received signal is intended for the CR receiver from its transmitter it reconstructs the signal. The model shown for figure 2 has 

basically two essential parts that is MIMO-OFDM based transmitter and MIMO-OFDM based receiver.  
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Figure 2: Flow diagram for transceiver of MIMO-OFDM 

 

OFDM Transmission: 

Let x be the baseband signal that is to be transmitted over MIMO with Mt and Mr antennas. The signal x can be expressed as 

x=[x1(m), x2(m)……..xMt(m)] for mth subcarrier and for ith transmitting antenna xi=[xi(1), xi(2),…..….. xi(Ns)]. 

After data signals are modulated using QPSK, BPSK and 64-QAM modulation scheme. 

After IDWT  is applied using equation that is represented as: 

𝑑(𝑘) =  ∑ 𝐷𝑚
𝑛

∞

𝑚=0

2
𝑚
2 𝜓(2𝑘

𝑚 − 𝑛) 

Where Dm
n  are the wavelet coefficients and ψ(t) is the wavelet function with compressed factor m times and shifted n times for 

each subcarrier (number k, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1).The wavelet coefficients are the representation of signals in scale and position or 

time. At the receiver side, the process is inversed. The data is transmitted in noisy channel. The channel is Rayleigh fading with 

AWGN noise. The equation for this transmission is given below: 

𝑥′ = 𝑥 + 𝑛 

Where, x is transmitting signal and n is noise added in the channel. The new signal is modified with noise. So, the receiving Mr 

will receive 𝑥′. 

 

OFDM Receiver: 

The received signal is then processed by the combining vector of the j-th receive antenna. Let the combined vector be 

represented as s(j). Then the s(j) is sent to AIC block, as shown in figure 4, that is used to compress the sparse signal where 

LFSR generates a pseudorandom sequence to use it as a modulator.  
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Figure 4: AIC Block Diagram 

 

The modulated signal is then passed through low pass filter. The signal after low pass filter is then passed through a down 

sampler to gather the non-zero discrete values from the sparse signal. The AIC block works as a compressive sampler and the 

complexity of the optimization problem that grows exponentially with signal length. 

 

Cyclostationary Detection: 

The signal output from AIC block is considered to be as cyclostationary signal. Cyclostationary feature detection method is also 

called as spectral correlation method because it uses cyclic correlation function for detecting present of signal in a given 

spectrum. These process having periodicity in statistical property like mean, autocorrelation are cyclostationary. By using 

periodic statistics of primary user waveform, CR can detect random signal in presence of noise. And these features are extracted 

using spectral correlation function. Fig.4 represent basic block diagram of cyclostationary based detection method. 

 

Figure 4: Cyclostationary Detection Model 

 

In cyclostationary detection block the signal is passed through filter. Here band pass filter is used to pass particular band of 

frequency and reject the frequencies outside that range. The primary function of a filter in a transmitter is to limit the bandwidth 

of the output signal to the band allocated for the transmission. Then it is converted into the digital signal. Quantizer is the 

process of mapping a large set of input values to smaller set such as rounding values to some unit of precision. After that signal 

is passed through the DWT block which convert time domain signal into frequency domain signal. Windowing technique is 

used for reduce undesirable oscillation in the band. After windowing function signal is processed for autocorrelation function. In 

this autocorrelation function signal correlates with itself. For that product block is used in which signal can multiple with its 

conjugate function. Now absolute value of signal is compared with constant value for detecting the primary user. 
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3. Conclusion 

In this paper cyclostationary based detection method for spectrum sensing is implemented in Simulink. Here use of Rayleigh 

fading and AWGN noise is efficiently detecting presence of primary user by comparing it to decision threshold. Minimum noise 

is affected by AWGN noise model. The practical network can be designed for maximum utilization of available spectrum using 

cyclostationary based detection method. This method has its own advantage because other method i.e. matched filter and energy 

based detection method requires prior knowledge of primary user while this method do not require it.  
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